
SUPPLIES NEEDED:

FABRIC BOWL
 By: Teancum Tippetts

 2.5” Strip Roll 

These instructions are for a medium sized bowl. 

Open your 2.5” strip roll, and make two cuts in each strip; one at random, and one in the fold,
creating four pieces. Do not separate your pieces yet, just set them aside. 

Now, you will separate your strips by right side up, and right side down. This will create two different
piles in order. Next, remove one pile and just work with one pile for the medium sized bowl. Cut 
your strips in half lengthwise to create 1 1/4” strips. Set one pile of strips aside.      

Make one long continuous strip by sewing your 1 1/4” strips together with right sides together at a 90 
degree angle. Then, sew a 45 degree angle across the two strips.      

Cut off the excess a 1/4” from the seam of each strip.       
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Scissors / Rotary Cutter

Thread

Wonder clips / pins

 4/32” Cording  

Safety Pin or Turning Stick  

STEP 1:

STEP 2:

fold



Measure how long your strip is; you can adjust the size of your bowl to make it bigger or smaller by 
adding or subtracting strips.  For a medium sized bowl, our strip was 4 2/3 yards long. We wanted a 
little extra cording for turning, so we used 5 1/2 yards of cording.  

Now, take your long sewn strip of fabric and fold it in half with right sides together. Sew one 
long seam down the side at a little under a 1/4”, creating a giant tube. Turn your tubing inside out 
using a turning stick or the safety pin method.    

Once your tube has been turned inside out, use the safety pin method once more to thread your cording
through the tube. Be sure to wrap the end of your cord in tape so it does not unwravel. 
Cut off the excess cording.     

Now, we will build the bowl. Create a coil 2” wide by rolling up one end of your fabric tube. 
Use a pin to hold the shape. Begin zigzag stitching the cords together. Spin the fabric and continue 
to coil it as you sew, growing your coil.      

When your coil is about 3 1/2” wide, begin to tip your coil upwards, creating the bowl shape as you sew.
Continue to wrap your coil until you reach the end. Cut off excess cording, fold the end over, and sew
it to the side of the bowl to finish.        
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STEP 3:

STEP 4:


